
An all-in-one platform for 
virtual, in-person and every 
fundraiser in-between.

Want to learn more?
trellis.org/demo-signup

http://trellis.org/demo-signup?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info
http://trellis.org?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info


A platform to meet your revenue 
goals - all in one place.

Event ticketing and registration
Virtual silent auctions
Digital raffles
Donation campaigns
E-Commerce
Peer-to-peer fundraisers
Live auctions and fund-a-need

Click to view page.

https://trellis.org/hope-for-tomorrow
https://trellis.org/hope-for-tomorrow


New livestream embed - easily drive bids 
and donations with interactive buttons.

Mobile friendly bidding, donations, and checkout.

Or use our two-screen solution with live auction and fund-a-need 

displays to showcase your item bids or donations in real time.



Easy-to-use Page Builder. 

Access all of your revenue 

driving features in one place.

Simply click the “+” to add 

new editable page sections. 

CSV results download for 

easy upload into your CRM.



Trusted by organizations across 
North America.

“Trellis made it so easy for us. This is the 
most money our club has raised in a 
single event in our 80+ year history.”

Palma Barbieri
Rotarian

“Simple to use for both the planner and the 
attendees. I easily managed our virtual silent 
auction, fund-a-need pledging, and live auction 
all from the same platform.”

Diane Whittington
Senior Events Manager

“I am the most resistant person to adopt new 
technology you will ever meet in your life. . . 
but I am 100% an advocate of using Trellis.” 

Shannon Christensen
CEO

Click to read case studies.

https://trellis.org/blog/category/case-studies/?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info


2021 Risk Free Pricing. 
Transaction based fee

- No monthly fees

- No annual commitments

- No start-up or sign up costs

That means you don’t pay anything until you start raising money through Trellis!

Want Trellis for free?

Pass along fees to your donors, and don’t pay for the platform! 



2021 Risk Free Pricing. 

The more you raise, the more you save! 

Ex. Everyone starts at 3.5% but once you raise $50,000, your new rate 
instantly becomes 2.5%

Up to 
$49,999

$50,000 - 
$149,999

$150,000 +

Trellis Fee * 3.5% 2.5% 1.5%

COVID Relief Rate

Save on your Trellis fees 
on all funds raised 

before March 31st 2021! 

0% Trellis Fees
2.45% Stripe Processing Fees

*Not including Stripe fee (Global credit card processor) 
of 2.45% + .30 per transaction

Click to read on our website.

https://trellis.org/pricing/?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info


Get Support on Trellis.

1. Sign up for our live support calls. 
Chat face to face with our team and get your questions answered.

2. Use our chat feature.
Click the blue chat icon on Trellis, and speak to one of our fundraising specialists.

3. Visit our help centre.
Find articles and video tutorials to answer all of your questions.

Night-of Trellis support? Talk to our team in advance to arrange on-call support.
Contact Michael or Dennis at support@trellis.org

https://help.trellis.org/en/?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info


Sign up at trellis.org/signup

We’ve got your back

Want to learn more?
Connect with Rebecca (Charity Relationships Lead)

trellis.org/demo-signup
rebecca@trellis.org

Justin, Dennis, Emily, Rebecca, Michael

http://trellis.org/signup?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info
http://trellis.org?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info
http://trellis.org/demo-signup?utm_source=p-resources&utm_medium=vsl&utm_campaign=trellis-info

